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Unit 1 Understanding Sexual Expression

Issue 1. Has Sex Become Too Casual?
YES: Rebecca Hagelin, from “Parents Should Raise the Bar for Their Kids,” http://townhall.com/columnists/RebeccaHagelin/2009/03/10/parents_should_raise_the_bar_for_their_kids (March 10, 2009)
NO: Lara Riscou, from “Purity, Promiscuity or Pleasure?” An original essay written for this volume (2009)

Issue 2. Can Sex Be Addictive?
NO: Lawrence A. Siegel and Richard M. Siegel, from “Sex Addiction: Recovering from a Shady Concept,” An original essay written for this volume (2006)

Issue 3. Does Sexual Medicine Benefit Society?
YES: David L. Rowland, from “Will Medical Solutions to Sexual Problems Make Sexological Care and Science Obsolete?” Journal of Sex and Marital Therapy (vol. 33, 2007)
NO: Leonore Tiefer, from “Beneath the Vener: The Troubled Past and Future of Sexual Medicine,” Journal of Sex and Marital Therapy (vol. 33, 2007)

Issue 4. Is Oral Sex Really Sex?
YES: Rhonda Chittenden, from “Oral Sex Is Sex: Ten Messages about Oral Sex to Communicate to Adolescents,” Sexing the Political (May 2004)
NO: Nora Gelperin, from “Oral Sex and Young Adolescents: Insights from the ‘Oral Sex Lady,’” Educator’s Update (September 2004)

Issue 5. Is BDSM a Healthy Form of Sexual Expression?
YES: Wayne Pawlowski, from “BDSM: The Ultimate Expression of Healthy Sexuality,” an original essay written for this volume (2009)

Unit 2 Sex Education

Issue 6. Is There Something Wrong with the Content of Comprehensive Sex Education Curricula?

Issue 7. Should Sex Ed Teach about Abstinence?
NO: Maureen Kelly, from “The Semantics of Sex Ed: Or, Shooting Ourselves in the Foot as We Slowly Walk Backwards,” Educator’s Update (2005)

Issue 8. Does the Availability of “Sexual Health Services” Make Some College Campuses Healthier Than Others?
YES: David M. Hall, from “The Positive Impact of Sexual Health Services on College Campuses,” an original essay written for this volume (2007)
NO: Jens Alan Dana, from “A Different Sort of Measure,” An original essay written for this volume (2006)

Unit 3 Sex and Society

Issue 9. Should Children Have an HPV Vaccination before They Enroll in School?
NO: Roni Rabin, from “A New Vaccine for Girls, but Should It Be Compulsory?” New York Times (July 18, 2006)

Issue 10. Should Libraries and Other Places That Provide Public Wi-Fi Restrict the Sexual Content?
NO: Donald Dyson and Brent Setterly, from “Hey, Uncle Sam. Let my Wi-Fi go!” An original essay written for this volume (2009)

Issue 11. Should the FCC Fine TV Stations That Broadcast Indecency?
NO: Judith Levine, from “Is ‘Indecency’ Harmful to Minors?” an adaptation of an article from Extra! www.fair.org (October 2004)

Issue 12. Should Prostitution Be Legalized?
YES: Susan Milstein, from “Want a Safer Community? Legalize Prostitution,” an original essay written for this volume (2009)
NO: Donna M. Hughes, from “The Demand: Where Sex Trafficking Begins,” text of a speech given at the conference A Call to Action: Joining the Fight Against Trafficking in Persons, Rome, Italy (2004)

Issue 13. Should Society Support Cohabitation before Marriage?
NO: David Pomeo and Barbara Dafoe Whitehead, from Should We Live Together? What Young Adults Need to Know About Cohabitation Before Marriage: A Comprehensive Review of Research (The National Marriage Project, 2001)

Unit 4 Reproductive Choices

Issue 14. Should Pharmacists Have the Right to Refuse Contraceptive Prescriptions?
YES: Eileen P. Kelly, from “Morally Objectionable Work Assignments: Catholic Social Teaching and Public Policy Perspectives,” The Catholic Social Science Review (vol. 12, 2001)
NO: National Women’s Law Center, from “Pharmacy Refusals 101” (July 2009)

Issue 15. Is Abortion Immoral?
NO: Jennifer Webster, from “Choosing Abortion is Choosing Life,” an original essay written for this volume (2009)

Issue 16. Should There be Restrictions on the Number of Embryos Transferred during In-Vitro Fertilization?
YES: Charalambo Sristoditis and Mark Hamilton, from “Single Embryo Transfer,” Obstetrics, Gynecology, & Reproductive Medicine (June 2007)

Issue 17. Should Parents Be Allowed to Select the Sex of Their Baby?
YES: John A. Robertson, from “Extending Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis: Medical and Non-Medical Uses,” Journal of Medical Ethics (vol. 29, 2003)

Unit 5 Gender and Sexual Orientation

Issue 18. Is “Gender Identity Disorder” an Appropriate Psychiatric Diagnosis?

Issue 19. Should Corporations Ensure Equal Rights For Their Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Employees?
YES: David M. Hall, from Allies at Work (Out & Equal Workplace Advocates, 2009)

Issue 20. Should Same-Sex Marriage Be Legal?
YES: Human Rights Campaign, from Answers to Questions about Marriage Equality (Human Rights Campaign, 2009)
NO: John Cornyn, from “In Defense of Marriage,” National Review (July 2009)